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Abstract. Ion mobility is a powerful tool for separating and characterizing the struc-
tures of ions. Here, a radio-frequency (rf) confining drift cell is used to evaluate the
drift times of ions over a broad range of drift field strengths (E/P, V cm–1 Torr–1). The
presence of rf potentials radially confines ions and results in excellent ion transmis-
sion at low E/P (less than 1 V cm–1 Torr–1), thereby reducing the dependence of ion
transmission on the applied drift voltage. Non-linear responses between drift time and
reciprocal drift voltages are observed for extremely low E/P and high rf amplitudes.
Under these conditions, pseudopotential wells generated by the rf potentials dampen
the mobility of ions. The effective potential approximation is used to characterize this
mobility dampening behavior, which can be mitigated by adjusting rf amplitudes and

electrode dimensions. Using SIMION trajectories and statistical arguments, the effective temperatures of ions in
an rf-confining drift cell are evaluated. Results for the doubly charged peptide GRGDS suggest that applied rf
potentials can result in a subtle increase (2 K) in effective temperature compared to an electrostatic drift tube.
Additionally, simulations of native-like ions of the protein complex avidin suggest that rf potentials have a
negligible effect on the effective temperature of these ions. In general, the results of this study suggest that
applied rf potentials enable the measurement of drift times at extremely low E/P and that these potentials have
negligible effects on ion effective temperature.
Keywords: Ion mobility spectrometry, Ion mobility mass spectrometry, Effective temperature, Native mass
spectrometry
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Introduction

Ion mobility (IM) is a gas-phase technique that separates
ions based on their size, shape, and charge [1]. When

used with mass spectrometry (MS), IM-MS enables the
simultaneous characterization of structure and composition
[2–5]. IM-MS has been used to characterize a broad range
of analytes, including chemical warfare agents [6], organic
compounds [7], drugs [8], peptides [9, 10], carbohydrates
[11], lipids [12], proteins [13], and protein complexes [9,
14]. Although some recent mobility techniques such as
traveling-wave [15] or trapped [16] IM can enable high

resolving power separations, electrostatic drift tube IM
offers the advantage of direct determination of the mobility
of the ion (K) [17–19].

Implementations of electrostatic drift tubes typically
include a series of stacked rings that are connected to a
voltage divider network [18–22]. Direct-current (DC)
potentials applied to the voltage divider network estab-
lish a constant DC gradient that ions experience as they
traverse the drift region. The drift velocity of ions (vD)
depends on the applied electric field (E) and K:

vD ¼ KE ¼ K
V

L
ð1Þ

where E is equal to the applied drift voltage (V) divided
by the length of the drift region (L). K depends on the
charge and shape of the ion. K values can be determined
from the slopes of drift time (tD) versus reciprocal V
plots:
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tD ¼ L2

K

1

V
ð2Þ

These experiments can be used to extract structural infor-
mation by converting the measured K into a collision cross
section (Ω) using the Mason-Schamp equation [23].

As ions traverse an electrostatic drift tube, a steady-state drift
velocity is achieved from the force-balance of ion-neutral colli-
sions and the applied electric field (Equation 1). During this time,
ions also diffuse axially, which limits resolving power [24], and
radially, which can decrease ion transmission [25]. One strategy
to correct for radial diffusion is to position electrostatic lenses [17,
20, 26, 27] or an ion funnel [18, 19, 21, 22] after the drift tube to
refocus ions. Ion funnels contain a constant DC gradient in
addition to alternating rf (electrodynamic) potentials, similar to
a stacked-ring ion guide [28], applied to incrementally decreasing
inner diameter (i.d.) electrodes that refocus radially diffuse ions
[29, 30]. Other implementations of rf confinement in IM devices
include segmented-quadrupoles [31, 32], modified triple quadru-
pole instruments [33, 34], a stacked-ring ion guide with an
applied staircase-like DC gradient [35], traveling-wave IM cells
[15], trapped IM cells [16], a gridless-overtone mobility cell [36],
structures for lossless ion manipulations (SLIM) [37], and rf-
confining drift cells [9, 38]. rf-Confining drift cells contain a
constant DC gradient, similar to an electrostatic drift tube, and
alternating rf potentials applied to all electrodes, similar to a
stacked-ring ion guide. rf-Confining drift cells enable direct and
absolute determination of Ω values [9, 38]. Studies have shown
that Ω values determined using rf-confining drift cells are similar
to those determined using electrostatic drift tubes [9, 19, 38, 39].

Although the use of rf confinement with drift cells increases
ion transmission, nonlinear responses between tD and reciprocal
V (Equation 2) have been observed. For example, the first imple-
mentation of an rf-confining drift cell [9] and a drift tube con-
taining an ion funnel at the end of the drift region [18] both
exhibited longer tD than expected at lower V. Somewhat analo-
gous results have been observed for periodically-focused drift
tubes [40], which applied a uniform E across a series of ring
electrodes that have smaller i.d. and larger thicknesses than those
used for traditional electrostatic drift tubes [41–43]. These elec-
trode geometries generate atypical ion drift motion and, conse-
quently, more ion-neutral collisions that result in longer tD than
would be expected for traditional electrostatic drift tubes.

In native IMMS experiments, analysis of ions that have
folded, native-like structures is used to evaluate structures and
assemblies that reflect those in solution [5]. Activation of ions
can lead to gas-phase unfolding that generates structures that
have less memory of those in solution [17, 44, 45]. Assuming
elastic ion-neutral collisions, the effective translational temper-
ature (Teff) of ions in an electrostatic drift tube can be calculated
from the drift-gas temperature (Tgas) and vD, which depends on
the applied E [46]:

Teff ¼ Tgas þ M

3kB
v2D ð3Þ

whereM is the mass of the neutral gas and kB is the Boltzmann
constant. For example, Teff for potassium ions estimated from
measurements as a function of E and Equation 3 agree well
with Teff estimated from ion-beam scattering measurements
[47]. For electrostatic drift tube measurements performed well
below the low-field limit [48], contributions from vD to Teffwill
be small.

Ions in electrodynamic IM experiments may experience
high instantaneous fields; therefore, it is important to consider
the effects of dynamic fields on the temperatures of those ions.
For example, several studies have considered Teff of ions in
traveling-wave IM devices [49–51], which use a time-
dependent DC Bwave^ and alternating rf potentials applied to
all electrodes [15]. Estimates of Teff using Equation 3 and
applied E values in traveling-wave IM experiments can range
from ~500 to 7300 K [49]. Using chemical thermometer ions,
Teff of these ions in traveling-wave IM devices were estimated
to be up to 555 K [50] or 449 K [51]. In those examples, it is
difficult to decouple the contributions of traveling-wave DC
and rf potentials to the Teff of ions.

Here, experimental measurements and ion simulations of an
rf-confining drift cell are used to evaluate the effects of rf
confinement on the transport properties of gas-phase ions.
The advantages of rf-confining drift cells include control over
the applied rf amplitude and DC gradient, which enable an
evaluation of ion transport properties over a broad range of DC
and rf potential environments. Generally, we find that increased
rf amplitudes in a 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell result in
longer tD at low drift field strengths (E/P,V cm–1 Torr–1, where
P is pressure), whereas tD in a 7 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell
depend weakly on rf amplitude. These mobility dampening
effects in a 5 mm i.d. drift cell are a result of pseudopotential
wells along the axis of transmission that have a more signifi-
cant effect at lower E/P. Teff of ions are estimated based on ion
trajectory simulations and a new statistical approach that uses
the distribution of relative ion-neutral speeds. Results for the
doubly charged peptide GRGDS2+ suggest that the presence of
rf potentials has negligible effects on the Teff of ions in a 7 mm
i.d. rf-confining drift cell relative to that device with no rf
potentials applied. In contrast, Teff increases slightly (2 K) for
those ions in a 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell containing
applied rf potentials. Teff values are also estimated for E/P
greater than the low-field limit, which show that higher E/P
have a far more significant effect on Teff than applied rf poten-
tials. For comparison, Teff were also estimated for the 17+
charge state of the native-like, homotetramer of avidin. In
contrast to GRGDS2+ results, rf-confining drift cell i.d. and
applied rf potentials have no significant effect on the Teff of
these ions.

Methods
GRGDS (490 Da, Waters Corporation 700005089) was
diluted to 0.01 mg mL–1 in 49.5/49.5/1 water/methanol/
acet ic acid solut ions. The sample solut ion was
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electrosprayed in positive ion mode through borosilicate
capillaries (0.78 mm i.d.) that have one end pulled to a tip
of 1 to 3 μm. All measurements were performed using a
modified Waters Synapt G2 HDMS in which the
traveling-wave IM cell was replaced with an rf-confining
drift cell as described previously [38]. Briefly, the rf-
confining drift cell is 25.2 cm in length and consists of
168 gold-coated electrodes that are 0.5 mm thick and
have center-to-center spacing of 1.5 mm. Two rf-
confining drift cells were used that differ only in the i.d.
of the electrodes (5 or 7 mm). Each electrode is connected
to printed circuit boards containing voltage divider net-
works that establish a constant DC voltage gradient across
the length of the drift cell. Additionally, rf potentials are
applied to every electrode; the waveform applied to each
electrode is 180° out of phase with that applied to the
adjacent electrodes. The rf frequency was 2.8 MHz and
the peak-to-peak rf amplitude (VPP) ranged from 15 to
200 V. All drift times were measured in 3.5 Torr helium
gas.

Ion trajectories were simulated using SIMION 8.1 and
the HS1 hard-sphere approximation for elastic ion-neutral
collisions [52]. Briefly, the neutral gas has a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution of velocities, which is a function
of temperature. The probability of ion-neutral collision is a
function of the mean free path, which is predicted using
kinetic theory of gases as a function of pressure, tempera-
ture, and Ω. Mean free paths of GRGDS2+ and avidin17+

ions were estimated using published Ω values [38]. Unless
specified, ion trajectories were modelled in 3.5 Torr helium
gas. To reduce the cost of calculating the potential array
during each step of the simulations, computational models
used one-third the length (8.4 cm) and the same range of
E/P (V cm–1 Torr–1) used experimentally.

Results and Discussion
Here we use experiments and simulations to investigate the
effects of rf confinement in an rf-confining drift cell.
Experimental design and implementation of this rf-
confining drift cell have been described previously [38].
The rf-confining potentials enable mobility measurements
with transmission efficiencies that depend less on applied
drift voltage compared with electrostatic drift tubes. For
example, Fig. 1a shows an electrostatic drift tube, with
analogous dimensions to the rf-confining drift cell
discussed here. Ion trajectory simulations of the peptide
GRGDS2+ under a low E/P of 0.507 V cm–1 Torr–1 show
that ions are readily lost prior to the end of the drift region
due to diffusion in the radial directions. Ion trajectory
simulations of GRGDS2+ in an rf-confining drift cell under
the same E/P show that the rf potentials in the drift region
radially confine ions and increase ion transmission
(Fig. 1b). The following sections evaluate the accuracy of

Ω determined with tD acquired using rf confinement at
both moderate and extremely low E/P.

Effects of VPP on Drift Times, Transmission,
and Resolving Power

The effects of varying rf peak-to-peak amplitude (VPP) from 15
to 200 V on the experimental arrival-time distributions of
GRGDS2+ under a moderate E/P (1.51 V cm–1 Torr–1) was
evaluated for a 7 mm (Fig. 2a) and 5 mm (Fig. 2b) i.d. rf-
confining drift cell. Figure 2a shows that ion transmission in a
7 mm i.d. cell depends strongly on VPP. In contrast, ion trans-
mission in the 5 mm i.d. cell depends weakly on VPP until VPP

< 25 V. For a given i.d. cell, the centroids of arrival-time
distribution are indistinguishable over the entire VPP range.
The resolving powers of the arrival-time distributions in both
devices vary randomly within 2.8% of the average over the VPP

range investigated.
Figure 2c shows the experimental arrival-time distributions

for GRGDS2+ measured at VPP ranging from 15 to 200 V in a
7 mm i.d. cell under a low E/P of 0.507 V cm–1 Torr–1.
Although the drift time increases 0.6% with increasing VPP,
this example demonstrates that ion drift times can be measured
at extremely low E/P. In contrast to the 7 mm i.d. cell, the 5 mm

Vin Vout

Vin Vout

(a)

(b)

 RF(–)
 RF(+)

330 pF capacitor

10 M  resistor5 M  resistor

Figure 1. (a) Cross-sectional view of an electrostatic drift tube
consisting of a series of ring electrodes connected to a voltage
divider network that establishes a uniform DC gradient [(Vin –
Vout )/drift length] across the axial drift region (x-direction). Ten
ion trajectories of GRGDS2+ are shown for a low E/P of 0.507 V
cm–1 Torr–1. (b) An rf-confining drift cell with the same physical
dimensions and voltage divider network as (a), but that also
applies a 2.8 MHz rf waveform to each electrode; the waveform
applied to each electrode is 180° out of phase with that for the
adjacent electrode. Under the same E/P as (a), an rf-confining
drift cell exhibits increased ion transmission due to radial con-
finement. Note, this model is one-eighth of the actual drift cell
length. All other ion simulations use a model that is one-third of
the length of the actual drift cell
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i.d. cell yields arrival-time distributions whose centroids in-
crease up to 3%withVPP from 15 to 200 V (Fig. 2d). Due to the
rf component in the rf-confining drift cell, tD can be measured
at extremely low E/P. Note, the origin of the longer drift times
observed in a 5 mm i.d. device (Fig. 2d) compared with 7 mm
i.d. (Fig. 2c) is discussed in the next section.

Ion trajectory simulations were used to enable a direct
comparison of the transmission, radial distribution, and resolv-
ing power of ions in an rf-confining drift cell relative to an
electrostatic drift tube of the same dimensions. A discussion on
the statistical approaches used in this analysis is described in
the Electronic Supplementary Material. At a drift field strength
of 7.00 V cm–1 Torr–1 and after 8.4 cm in an electrostatic drift
tube, 98% of the initial ions survive and have a beam waist of
3.6 mm, which is significantly greater than the diameter of the
exit aperture of the drift cell (2.0 mm). Ions in an rf-confining

drift cell result in 100% transmission over that length and have
a beam waist of 1.5 mm. The arrival-time distributions of the
ions in the two devices at this field strength (Electronic Sup-
plementary Material Figure S-1a) exhibit no significant differ-
ence in their average drift times, peak widths, or resolving
powers (Electronic Supplementary Material Table S-1). At a
drift field strength of 1.51 V cm–1 Torr–1 and after 8.4 cm in an
electrostatic drift tube, 21% of the initial ions survive and have
a beam waist of 4.0 mm. Ions in an rf-confining drift cell at
1.51 V cm–1 Torr–1 exhibit 100% transmission and a beam
waste of 1.5 mm. Although the average drift time of ions in the
rf-confining drift cell is slightly longer than those in the elec-
trostatic drift tube (Electronic Supplementary Material Fig-
ure S-1b and Table S-1), there is no significant evidence that
the resolving powers in the two devices are different.

Effects of E/P on Apparent Mobilities

To evaluate the effects of E/P on the apparent mobilities of
ions, Fig. 3a shows experimental tD of GRGDS2+ measured
using rf-confining drift cells with VPP = 200 V at 3.5 Torr
helium. The data in Fig. 3a are plotted as a function of P/E (cm
Torr V–1), which depends on drift length, pressure, and drift
voltages used in these experiments. For a given set of data,
pressures and drift cell length are constant; thus, changes in the
x-axis depend only on the drift voltage. Figure 3b shows that tD
measured using the 7 mm i.d. cell agree well with the drift
times calculated using Equation 2 (tD

ideal) for all E/P consid-
ered. In contrast, at extremely low E/P in the 5 mm i.d. cell,
ions exhibit tD that are up to 10% longer than expected at the
lowest E/P (0.35 V cm–1 Torr–1). Electronic Supplementary
Material Figure S-2 shows that these tD result in significant Ω
errors.

Ion trajectory simulations of GRGDS2+ in rf-confining drift
cells were then used to simulate drift times (tD

sim.) over the
same range of E/P used in the previous section (Electronic
Supplementary Material Figure S-3). For each drift voltage,
150 ion trajectories were recorded, from which the averages
and standard deviations were calculated. At low E/P, tD

sim. of
ions in a 5 mm i.d. cell are longer than tD

ideal expected from
Equation 2 and tD

sim. of ions in a 7 mm i.d. cell. These
simulated results are consistent with the corresponding exper-
imental data (Fig. 2).

Origin of Mobility Dampening in rf-Confining Drift
Cells

To investigate the origin of increased tD at low E/P, the instanta-
neous, axial electric field (Ex

sim.) experienced by GRGDS2+ was
sampled at 20MHz (i.e., faster than the 2.8MHz frequency of the
rf waveform). Next, the average Ex

sim. was compared with the
applied drift voltage divided by the drift cell length (Ex

ideal).
Figure 4a shows the simulated relative to the ideal electric field
(<Ex

sim.> / Ex
ideal) for GRGDS2+ in rf-confining drift cells over a

range of E/P. At moderate E/P (1.13 to 4.41 V cm–1 Torr–1), the
average electric field experienced by the ion in the two devices are
indistinguishable. However, at extremely low E/P, ions in a 5 mm

Figure 2. Experimental arrival-time distributions of GRGDS2+

in 3.5 Torr helium in a (a) and (c) 7 mm, and (b) and (d) 5 mm i.d.
rf-confining drift cell under moderate and low E/P of (a) and (b)
1.51, and (c) and (d) 0.507 V cm–1 Torr–1, respectively. Arrival-
time distributions for each E/P and i.d. were acquired at five
different rf peak-to-peak amplitudes (VPP) ranging from 15 to
200 V. The arrow represents increasing VPP and the intensities
are plotted relative to the VPP = 200 V peak in each panel.
Absolute intensities are not included because data acquired
using different i.d. drift cells were acquired on separate days
using different electrospray emitters. At high VPP voltages (>25
V) in the 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell under extremely low E/P
(d), arrival-time distributions shift to significantly longer drift
times (tD)
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i.d. cell experience up to 5% less electric field compared with the
ideal field, which is attributed to ions spendingmore time in lower
field regions of the drift cell. This results in tD

sim. that are longer
than expected.

The effective potential (Veff), or pseudopotential, approximation
is an alternative way to describe the electrical environment expe-
rienced by an ion that is moving slowly relative to the fast alter-
nating rf potential [28]. Tolmachev et al. evaluated Veff as [53]:

Veff r; zð Þ ¼ ze VPPð Þ2

16mω2δ2I20 ρ
.
δ

� � I21 r
.
δ

� �
cos2 z

.
δ

� �
þ I20 r

.
δ

� �
sin2 z

.
δ

� �h i ð4Þ

where z is the ion charge, e is the elementary charge,m is ionmass,
ω = 2πfwhere f is the rf frequency, ρ is the inner electrode radius, r
is the radial position, z is the axial position, δ = d/π where d is the
center-to-center electrode spacing, and I0 and I1 are zero- and first-
order modified Bessel functions, respectively. Radial focusing in
ion funnels [30, 53, 54] and periodic-focusing DC-ion guides [41,
43] have been modelled previously using Veff.

Electronic Supplementary Material Figure S-4 shows Veff of
GRGDS2+ in rf-confining drift cells with f = 2.8 MHz and VPP

= 200 V with no drift voltage. This representation shows the
pseudopotential environment that radially confines the trajec-
tory of the ions; as ions diffuse in the radial directions, they
experience elevated potentials that confine their trajectory.
Closer examination of the Veff surface reveals small
pseudopotential wells in a 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell that
ions also experience (Fig. 4b). In other studies using ion
funnels, reducing these pseudopotential wells by adjusting
electrode dimensions was critical to reducing bias in m/z trans-
mission [30, 53, 54].

To interpret the validity ofVeff to explain ionmotion in an rf-
confining drift cell, potential arrays of Veff were constructed by
superimposing a constant DC gradient onto Equation 4. These
potential arrays were imported into SIMION and ion trajecto-
ries were simulated to calculate the average Ex

sim. compared
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Figure 4. (a) The average of the instantaneous electric field
(<Ex

sim.>) experienced by GRGDS2+ during simulations of ion
trajectories relative to ideal electric field (Ex

ideal, defined as the
drift voltage divided by the drift cell length) plotted versus P/E.
The open symbols show data for ions in a 5 mm (blue circles) or
7 mm (red squares) i.d. rf-confining drift cell. These values are
compared with <Ex

sim>. relative to Ex
ideal of GRGDS2+ in an

effective potential (Veff), which are plotted using closed symbols.
Error bars are excluded because they are small compared with
the marker size. (b) Zoomed regions (three electrodes) of Veff

(Equation 4) surfaces for GRGDS2+ in a 5 mm (blue) or 7 mm
(red) i.d. cell with no applied drift voltage, VPP = 200 V, and f =
2.8 MHz. The full surfaces are shown in Electronic Supplemen-
tary Material Figure S-4

Figure 3. Experimental ion mobility data for GRGDS2+ versus
P/E acquired using a 5 mm (blue circles) or 7 mm (red squares)
i.d. rf-confining drift cell with 3.5 Torr helium gas. (a) Drift times
(tD) of GRGDS

2+ acquired using a 7 mm i.d. cell agree well with
ideal drift times (tD

ideal) from Equation 2, whereas tD in the 5 mm
i.d. cell are longer than tD

ideal. (b) Plotting tD relative to tD
ideal over

a range of P/E show that tD of GRGDS2+ ions in a 5 mm i.d. cell
are up to 10% longer than tD

ideal. At extremely low E/P, insuffi-
cient field strengths at the beginning of the drift region may
inhibit the injection of ions, which may contribute to the slight
increase in 7 mm i.d. values in (b)
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with Ex
ideal (Fig. 4a, solid data points). Interestingly, the aver-

age electric fields experienced by ions using Veff are similar to
those in trajectories that explicitly treated the rf potentials.
Minor differences between the Veff and rf-confining drift cell
data sets (less than 1%) may be due to limitations in this
effective potential approximation (Equation 4) or the use of a
linear DC potential (rather than using a more accurate potential
array for the electrostatic contributions).

These data show that in an rf-confining drift cell,
pseudopotential wells generated by the rf potentials dampen
the mobility of ions, and the magnitude of this effect depends
on electrode dimensions and E/P. For example, experimental
data in Fig. 2d show that ions in a 5 mm i.d. device have longer
drift times than those in a 7 mm i.d. device (Fig. 2c) at low E/P.
Additionally, this approach validates the use of Veff to provide a
robust, facile means of simulating ion trajectories with reduced
computational cost. Electronic Supplementary Material Dis-
cussion and Figure S-5 provide a discussion and visual repre-
sentation of the radial confinement and mobility dampening
behavior of rf-confining drift cells as a function of electrode i.d.
and VPP. Briefly, similar radial confinement and mobility
dampening effects can be achieved using both i.d. cells by
adjusting VPP. However, reducing mobility dampening by
decreasing VPP may also decrease ion transmission (Fig. 2).
Another important consideration is the ion beam waist relative
to the exit aperture of the drift cell (2 mm i.d.), which can
reduce ion transmission for conditions at low VPP or larger i.d.
This is consistent with Fig. 2b and d, which show that for VPP >
15 V in a 5 mm i.d. cell, ion intensity stays constant due to ion
beam waists being narrower than the exit aperture of the drift
cell (in contrast to the 7 mm i.d. cell results in Fig. 2a and c).
Operating at moderate VPP (50 to 100 V) values enables
mobility analysis with minimal transmission loss and negligi-
ble mobility dampening.

The mobility of an ion can also affect Veff. For example,
Tolmachev et al. introduced a pressure correction factor (γ) to
Equation 4 that depends on the mass of the ion, Ω, pressure, f,
and other factors [55]. Electronic Supplementary Material Dis-
cussion and Table S-2 show that for GRGDS2+, γ = 0.984; a
value of γ = 1 represents no effect from the mobility on Veff. To
evaluate the contributions of mobility on Veff for larger systems
with lower mobility than GRGDS2+, γ for the 17+ charge state
of the native-like, homotetramer of avidin (64 kDa) was calcu-
lated to be 0.999. This suggests that the mobilities of larger,
native-like ions will not contribute significantly to the effec-
tiveness of Veff. Instead, the major contribution to Veff of dif-
ferent ions is m/z; according to Equation 4, Veff is inversely
proportional to m/z. According to this relationship, higher m/z
ions will have both reduced mobility dampening and rf-
confinement than lower m/z ions.

Effective Temperatures

To gain insights into the effects of rf confinement on the
effective temperature (Teff) of ions, ion trajectories of
GRGDS2+ in 3.5 Torr helium gas at 5.29 V cm–1 (1.51 V

cm–1 Torr–1) were simulated in rf-confining drift cells with
VPP = 200 and 0 V (the latter is an electrostatic drift tube).
All ion trajectories were simulated using a hard-sphere approx-
imations model for ion-neutral collisions (described in
Methods). Figure 5a (top panel) shows that ions in a 5 mm
i.d. cell with VPP = 0 V experience a constant electric field (Ex).
In contrast, ions in a 5 mm i.d. cell withVPP = 200V can briefly
experience extremely high instantaneous Ex (up to 177 V cm–1)
when between ring electrodes due the alternating rf potentials
(Fig. 5b, top panel). For comparison, GRGDS2+ in an electro-
static drift tube with a constant Ex of 177 V cm–1 would have a
velocity of 3250 m s–1, which would yield a Teff of ~1990 K,
based on Equations 1 and 3, and result in rapid dissociation of
peptide ions [56]. The instantaneous drift velocities (vx) of
these ions are shown in Fig. 5 (middle panels). Although the
distribution of vx is broader in the presence of rf potentials
(Fig. 5b), the peak vx (585 m s–1, which would correspond to a
Teff of 353 K using Equation 3) is substantially less than that
expected based on the peak Ex. Because the rf waveforms have
such a high frequency (2.8 MHz), the ion does not accelerate
substantially during a single rf cycle. For the ion trajectories
shown in Fig. 5a and b, average Ex values (5.29 and 5.26 V cm–

1, respectively) and vx values (104.4 and 100.6 m s–1, respec-
tively) are similar. Using these average vx values and Equa-
tion 3, ions in an rf-confining drift cell with VPP = 0 or 200 V
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Figure 5. Ion trajectory simulations of GRGDS2+ in 3.5 Torr
helium buffer gas in a 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell with VPP =
(a) 0 or (b) 200 V. All values are plotted versus the axial position
along the drift cell (x). The top panels show the instantaneous
electric field experienced by the ion (Ex), themiddle panels show
the instantaneous velocity (vx), and the bottom panels show the
radial position of the ion (r). Each plot consists of a single ion
trajectory with Ex, vx, and r values sampled at 20 MHz. The x-
axis only spans a small segment of the drift cell to better
visualize subtle trends in data
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have Teff values of 299.9 or 299.8 K, respectively.
For a 5 mm i.d. cell, Teff values determined using the peak

and average vx are different. A similar analysis performed for
the 7 mm i.d. cell is shown in Electronic Supplementary
Material Figure S-6, and the resulting Teff values determined
using the peak and average vx are also very different. A sum-
mary of all Teff values is shown in Electronic Supplementary
Material Table S-3. It is challenging to determine whether the
peak or average vx is more appropriate, particularly since
Equation 3 was derived for ions in an electrostatic drift tube
[46]. Instead, an alternative approach was developed that de-
pends on the distribution of relative ion-neutral speeds, rather
than vx.

In order to determine the distribution of relative ion-neutral
speeds, populations of ion (vi, where i = x, y, and z) and neutral
(Vi) velocities were used; vi values were sampled from ion
trajectory simulations. All ion trajectories were simulated using
the hard-sphere approximation collision model (described in
Methods), during which vi values were recorded just before an
ion-neutral collision. For each E/P, greater than 800,000 vi
values were recorded to generate a large ensemble for statistical
comparisons. Populations of neutral gas velocities (Vi) were
sampled from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at standard
ambient temperature (T = 298.15 K):

f V ið Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M

2πkBT

r
e
−MV2

i
2kBT ð5Þ

whereM is the mass of the neutral (4.0 Da for helium). Relative
ion-neutral speeds (s) were then calculated:

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

i¼x;y;z
vi−V ið Þ2

r
ð6Þ

Histograms of the ion-neutral speeds determined using this
approach for GRGDS2+ at 0 and 4.42 V cm−1 Torr−1 are shown
in Electronic Supplementary Material Figure S-7a.

At equilibrium in the absence of an applied E, the relative
ion-neutral speed distribution should be well-described by the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of relative speeds:

f sð Þ ¼ μ
2πkBT

� �3=2

4πs2e
−μs2
2kBT ð7Þ

where μ is the ion-neutral reduced mass. As expected, the
Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution at 298.15 K and the
histogram of speeds obtained in the absence of applied E are
indistinguishable, but the histogram obtained for 4.42 V cm−1

Torr−1 is shifted towards higher speeds (Electronic Supplemen-
tary Material Figure S-7b). The difference between the histo-
gram of speeds obtained for 4.42 V cm−1 Torr−1 and the
Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution was minimized by op-
timizing T in Equation 7 using a Levenberg-Marquardt, least-
squares minimization algorithm [57]. That process yielded a T
of 311 K and the resulting Maxwell-Boltzmann speed

distribution is indistinguishable from the histogram of speeds
(Electronic Supplementary Material Figure S-7c). Tempera-
tures determined using this approach will be referred to as
Teff

* and represent the effective translational temperature of
the ions in these simulations. Note that the structural dynamics
of ions will depend on their internal-energy distributions,
which will also depend on how efficiently energy is converted
between translational and internal degrees of freedom. There-
fore, the effective translational temperature likely represents
the upper limit to the effective internal temperature of the ions.

Figure 6a shows Teff
* values of GRGDS2+ ions in 3.5 Torr

helium buffer gas that were calculated from ion trajectory
simulations of rf-confining drift cells with VPP = 0 V (analo-
gous to an electrostatic drift tube) for a broad range ofE. Teff

* of
GRGDS2+ significantly increases at E/P values greater than
2 V cm–1 Torr–1 due to significantly higher vi under these
conditions. For E/P values lower than 2 V cm–1 Torr–1, Teff

*

is relatively constant at ~299 K. Teff
* values determined using

the method above for ions when VPP = 0 V are indistinguish-
able from Teff estimated from Equation 3 (Fig. 6a, black line),
which validates using this approach to estimate effective
temperatures.

Next, the above approach was used to estimate Teff
* values

for GRGDS2+ ions in rf-confining drift cells with VPP = 200 V
(Fig. 6a). These values show a similar increase to higher Teff

* at
E/P values higher than 2 V cm–1 Torr–1 compared with Teff

*

values from the VPP = 0 V devices. Interestingly, applied rf
potentials in a 5 mm i.d. cell results, on average, in a 2 K
increase in Teff

* for a given E/P value compared with values
determined using VPP = 0 V. In contrast to the Teff results from
Equation 3 (Fig. 6a, black line), Teff

* results show that there is a
systematic, yet subtle, increase in effective temperature for ions
in a 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell with VPP = 200 V.

Figure 6b shows Teff
* values that were estimated for the 17+

charge state of the native-like, homotetramer of avidin. In
contrast to GRGDS2+ results, Teff

* values for avidin17+ are
lower, particularly at the highest E/P conditions. Additionally,
rf-confining drift cell i.d. and applied rf potential have no effect
on the Teff

* of these ions. For comparison, Teff
* values were

calculated using trajectories for GRGDS2+ and avidin17+ ions
in 2 Torr helium gas to evaluate the effects of pressure (Elec-
tronic Supplementary Material Figure S-8). Teff

* values calcu-
lated in 2 or 3.5 Torr helium differ, on average, by less than
0.03%, suggesting that lower pressures do not affect Teff

* under
these conditions.

In both i.d. rf-confining drift cells and at different helium
buffer gas pressures, the application of rf potentials has mini-
mal effect on the Teff

* of ions. Instead, Teff
* depends predom-

inantly on E and the mobility of the analyte. For comparison,
typical mobility conditions used in previous 7 mm i.d. rf-
confining drift cell studies used E/P values of 2 to 7 V cm–1

Torr–1 [38, 39]. Teff
* of GRGDS2+ at those limits are ~304 and

332 K, respectively (Fig. 6a). Thus, higher E in those experi-
ments contribute to higher Teff

* values, which may result in
structural isomerization. For GRGDS2+ at E/P of 7 V cm–1

Torr–1, indistinguishable resolving powers were found for ion
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trajectory simulations using an electrostatic drift tube and an rf-
confining drift cell (Electronic Supplementary Material Fig-
ure S-1a). This result suggests that the Teff

* (332 K) and
presence of rf-confining potentials do not affect the apparent

resolving power under these conditions, which is consistent
with the experimental resolving powers of this ion being con-
sistent with the diffusion of a single conformer over a wide
range of E/P [38]. Because rf-confining drift cells enable
measurements at extremely low E, adjusting drift voltage
ranges to lower values enables mobility experiments with
negligible contributions from field heating. Analogous analysis
for the avidin 17+ data in Fig. 6b shows that Teff

* values for E/P
of 2 to 7 V cm–1 Torr–1 range from 299 to 303 K, respectively.
Because large native-like protein and protein complex ions
have lower mobilities than peptide ions, they experience even
less field-induced heating at a given E.

Conclusions
The effects of rf confinement on the mobilities and effective
temperatures of ions were evaluated using experimental results
and computational models of rf-confining drift cells. For a wide
range of E/P and VPP values, the 7 mm i.d. rf-confining drift
cell measures tD that are similar to those expected for an
analogous electrostatic drift tube (Fig. 3a). In contrast, for the
lowest E/P used here, the 5 mm i.d. rf-confining drift cell
exhibits tD that are longer than expected. Using the effective
potential approximation, ion trajectory simulations showed that
mobility dampening occurs because of the presence of
pseudopotential wells generated by alternating rf potentials
(Fig. 4b), especially at high VPP values. The effects of these
pseudopotential wells on the mobility of ions is exacerbated at
extremely low E/P. Mobility dampening in an rf-confining drift
cell can be reduced by decreasing VPP, but as a consequence,
ion transmission may decrease. These results provide a funda-
mental framework for increasing the drift voltage parameter
space and maintaining sufficient ion transmission in rf-
confining drift cells, while not compromising the accuracy of
resulting structural information.

The effective temperatures of ions were evaluated using ion
trajectory simulations of the peptide GRGDS2+ and protein
complex avidin17+ (Fig. 6). Analysis of the relative-speed
distribution of the analyte and drift gas shows that the applica-
tion of rf potentials has minimal effect on effective temperature.
Rather, major contributions to effective temperatures are from
drift-field induced heating at high E/P. These results assist in
evaluating the effects of rf potentials on effective temperatures
of ions over a broad range of E/P in rf-confining drift cells. The
approach described in this work can be used to evaluate effec-
tive temperatures of ions in other IM devices containing rf
potentials or other time-dependent electric fields.

This work demonstrates that rf-confining drift cells can
operate under conditions (e.g., 7 mm i.d. and VPP less than
200 V), in which Equations 1 and 2 are valid andΩ determined
using rf-confining drift cell measurements are indistinguishable
from those determined using an electrostatic drift tube. Benefits
of rf-confining drift cells, in which ions are confined radially
throughout the entire separation, include that modest i.d. elec-
trodes can be used for devices with long path lengths that can

Figure 6. Effective temperatures (Teff
*) of (a) GRGDS2+ and (b)

avidin17+ in 3.5 Torr helium buffer gas as a function of P/E. The
solid black line represents Teff values calculated using the aver-
age vx obtained from ion trajectory simulations and Equation 3.
Teff

* values calculated using least-squares minimization of
relative-speed distributions toMaxwell-Boltzmann distributions
are shown for ions in a 5 mm i.d. VPP = 200 V (solid blue circles),
5 mm i.d. VPP = 0 V (open blue circles), 7 mm i.d. VPP = 200 V
(solid red squares), or 7 mm i.d. VPP = 0 V (open red squares)
cell. (a) Teff

* of GRGDS2+ ions significantly increase (up to 420 K)
at E/P values greater than 2 V cm–1 Torr–1. For comparison, the
low-field limit [48] (dashed black line) of GRGDS2+ ions is 7.7 V
cm–1 Torr–1. Values lower than 2 V cm–1 Torr–1 show that Teff

*

depends weakly on E/P. Teff
* for ionsmeasured in a 5mm i.d. rf-

confining drift cell with VPP = 200 V (solid blue circles) are
systematically higher than those for the other conditions. (b)
Teff

* values at high E/P for avidin17+ are significantly lower than
those found in part a. For comparison, the low-field limit (-
dashed black line) of avidin17+ ions is 20 V cm–1 Torr–1. All Teff

*

values of avidin17+ are indistinguishable between different i.d.
and VPP and similar to values calculated using Equation 3. Error
bars represent a 95% CI (Electronic Supplementary Material
Figure S-7)
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be operated over a wide range ofE/P. To maintain transmission
for an electrostatic drift tube, the i.d. of electrodesmust increase
with increasing path length and decreasing E/P in order to
ensure that ions are not lost prior to reaching a rear ion funnel.
Advantages of reduced E/P measurements include reduced
drift-field induced heating of the ions and longer drift times
that reduce the contributions from other sources of peak broad-
ening (e.g., ion gating). One disadvantage of rf-confining drift
cells is that all electrodes are coupled to rf waveforms, which
will become more challenging for significantly higher drift
voltages due to dielectric breakdown of capacitors. Ultimately,
this work shows that under the appropriate conditions, ion
mobility devices may benefit from electrodynamic potentials,
while retaining the fundamental ion separation principles used
for traditional, electrostatic drift tubes.
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